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The next-generation TomTom GO sat nav range is our most advanced ever. Thanks to 
built-in Wi-Fi, a computer is no longer needed for getting the latest maps and software. 
The real-time, super accurate, traffic information and Lifetime Services are a bonus at no 
additional cost. 

The new TomTom GO sat navs integrate seamlessly with smartphones. They can read out
text messages and allow hands-free calling. The artificial intelligence does not stop there. 
The new sat navs are able to learn a driver's habits and start predicting when they are likely 
to be travelling to frequent destinations. That way drivers can just get in and go. 

Available in 6-inch screen sizes, and with Lifetime TomTom Services via a smartphone or 
built-in SIM.

WWW.TOMTOM.COM
Coming soon to leading retailers nation wide

GO 6200
             with WI-FI®

Updates via Wi-Fi

Hands-free calling Smartphone Messages

Lifetime World Maps Lifetime Speed Cameras
Get maps from around the world. Update

them for free.
Get intelligent routes that avoid traffic in

real-time.
Advance warning alerts for upcoming speed

cameras.
Keep your TomTom GO updated via Wi-Fi.

No computer needed.

Designed to deliver high-quality, hands-free
calling.

Your TomTom GO is smart enough to read
out messages from your phone.

NEWGO6200 SMARTER AND 
FASTER THAN EVER

TomTom_Getaway 2016-09-01T11:45:46+02:00
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This stove  
(page 111) turns 
twigs and wood 
chips into power 

for your  
USB devices

BEST VALUE, COMFORT & CONVENIENCE

BIGGEST
SPACE

2 minute total set-up time

www.howlingmoon.co.za

www.avissafarirental.com

www.campworld.co.za

Avis_Moon_Getaway 2016-09-01T13:56:43+02:00
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Camping divides people. If you love  
 it, you’ve probably been doing it for 

years – perhaps, like me, since you were 
a kid, when having a cramped old tent 
and thin foam camping mattress was 
part of the adventure. If you’re new to 
the outdoors, you may still think it’s all 
leaks and discomfort and not being able 
to sleep. But these days, it really doesn’t 
have to be. Camping equipment and 
accessories have made huge advances 
in the last few decades, and more 
recently, these have been refined to 
such a degree that your campsite can 
easily be as comfortable as home.

Some items are essential: an 
uncomplicated, weatherproof tent,  
a comfy mattress and warm bedding 
– these are the more expensive items 
you build up over time. Quality gear 
can and should last for years. Then 
there are the nice-to-haves, the 
accessories that add a bit of luxury or 
make camp life easier, or more fun. In 
this guide, we test some of the newer 
and more innovative camping 
products available. You won’t go 
wrong investing in any of the tents or 
sleeping kit featured here but if you 
already have all the basics, perhaps  
the more luxurious gear might  
find a home in your collection.  
After putting this list together,  

I must admit I now own  
a couple of them myself.
–�Chris�Davies,��
freelance�travel�writer

Outside is the best side

SHOP�SMART
Look for useful extras 
when you buy a tent, 
like rain flaps over the 
zips, lantern hooks,  
a raised lip at the door 
so water can’t seep in, 
and organiser pouches.

CAMPING

TENTS

 BEST FOR BIG GROUPS 

1  COLEMAN INSTANT DOME 7 
R2��725,�campworld.co.za
The Coleman Instant Dome 7  
is remarkably easy to erect for  
a big seven-person tent, thanks  
to a clever design that keeps the 
fibreglass poles permanently 
attached to the tent structure.  
It’s just under 2m high with  
a 3,05x3,35m footprint, but you 
won’t struggle to erect it, even on 
your own. Getting it back in its bag 
isn’t quite so easy, unfortunately,  
but it’s a small negative in an 
otherwise excellent product.  
The 3 000mm waterhead is good 
for most rain conditions and the 
SPF50 fabric also keeps out 
harmful UV rays. Five- and three-
person versions are also available.

Generally, anything with a waterhead 

rating of more than 1000mm  

is considered waterproof.  

The higher the number, the more 

waterproof the fabric
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CAMPING

SLEEPING  
BAGS & MAT

CAMPING

TENTS

A sleeping bag 
creates warmth by 
trapping body heat 
around the sleeper  

– wearing base 
layers also helps

 BEST DOWN BAG FOR WINTER  

1  FIRST ASCENT ICE BREAKER  
COWL SLEEPING BAG 
R3�899,�outdoorwarehouse.co.za
First Ascent’s Ice Breaker has been around for 
years – it's a quality down sleeping bag with  
a cowl top, face and chest baffles, and foot zips 
for ventilation should the -8°C rating prove 
too warm. At 1,4kg it’s on the heavy side for 
hiking, but barring the most extreme 
conditions, it’s an excellent bag for winter 
camping. The filling is 850g goose down and it 
has a tough Microtex ripstop outer shell. Until 
now the Ice Breaker has only been available in 
a muted blue, charcoal or brown, but this late-
2016 edition comes in a livelier bright green. 

 BEST NIGHT'S SLEEP 

2  DESERT SLEEPING BAG
R1�995, 4x4megaworld.co.za
Run your hand along the fleece-lined inner  
of this unusual sleeping bag and you’ll 
immediately want to crawl inside. At 2,35m 
long and 1m wide, this bag has a lot of room, 
and the fleece inner and polyester-fibre 
insulation provide a luxurious cocoon that’s 
hard to leave. The outer shell is made from 
ripstop fabric and the whole bag can be 
hand-washed in warm water. It’s relatively 
bulky when packed, but comes with a good-
sized sack and compression straps. This is not 
a hiking bag, but it will give you an excellent 
night’s sleep on a car-based camping trip. 

 BEST PORTABLE COMFORT 

3  TENTCO SELF-INFLATING  
BUNDU MATTRESS 10CM
R925, campandclimb.co.za
This 10cm-thick self-inflating mattress rolls up 
almost as small as a hiking mat, but the extra 
depth makes all the difference in comfort. The 
sleeping surface is 1,88x0,52m and there's  
a 3cm-wide Velcro strip along the length of 
each side that allows multiple mats to be 
joined together. The underside of the mat has 
a raised-dot finish to prevent it from sliding on 
the tent floor and the top is light brown faux 
suede – non-slip and soft to the touch. The 
permanently attached compression straps are 
a nice touch and make it easy to roll into its 
bag. A 5cm-thick version is also available.  

 BEST COMPACT TWO-MAN  

3  FIRST ASCENT LUNAR TENT
R1�899, outdoorwarehouse.co.za
Weighing just 2,59kg, this three-
season, two-person hiking tent is 
great value, with sturdy crisscross 
aluminium-pole architecture and 
enough storage space in the 
vestibule for big backpacks. It 
assembles in under five minutes 
and is easy to put up alone. But our 
favourite thing about this tent is  
the great ventilation – both doors 
zip open and there’s a window and 
roof mesh for hot summer days. The 
2 000mm waterhead is adequate for 
all but the worst winter storms and 
the lightweight pegs are innovative, 
with a straight, flat head and three 
sharp edges that puncture the 
ground with ease. 

 BEST STURDY CANVAS  

2  HOWLING MOON WIZZ24 TENT
R7�340�,�campworld.co.za
It’s bulky and you’ll need a roof 
rack or bakkie to cart it around, 
but this solid canvas tent erects  
in seconds and doesn’t require 
pegs, except to support the 
shaded veranda and back roof 
extension. It’s equally quick to 
pack away, with an oversized  
bag that fits over the tent with 
ease and straps up securely.  
The ripstop canvas is UV-resistant 
and anti-fungal, and the ground- 
sheet is heavy-duty PVC. The 
Wizz24 is 2,4m wide and 2m high 
at the front and 2m deep. For 
something a little smaller, look 
out for the Wizz20, due for release 
later this year. 
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CAMPING

ACCESSORIES

1 2

3 4

5 6

 BEST COMBO GADGET 

1  BIOLITE CAMP STOVE AND CHARGER
R1�899,�duesouth.co.za
This portable stove burns twigs and wood chips so there’s 
no need for gas, plus it has an electric fan to accelerate 
combustion and generate maximum heat. Once burning, 
the convection powers a turbine that produces up to 2W 
of continuous power to charge your USB devices. 

 BEST COFFEE PRESS 

2  GSI COFFEE 0,9L JAVA PRESS
R729,�rammountain.co.za
This 292g-light coffee press is made from shatter-resistant,  
BPA-free material, so it won’t break in your camp box. The 
silicone-sealed plunger fits snugly inside and the cover  
is a durable nylon weave for protection and insulation.

 BEST KITCHEN SET 

3  STANLEY 10-PIECE PREP AND COOK SET
R849,�drifters.co.za
There’s plenty packed into this 726g set: a 1,5-litre 
stainless steel pot, two bowls with lids that double as 
chopping boards, plus a spatula and ladle with detachable 
handles. Volume levels have been stamped into the pot 
and a heat-resistant plastic tab makes the lid easier to lift. 

 BEST COMPACT COOKER 

4  TOTAI MINI SKOTTEL
R549,�campandclimb.co.za
A skottel and stove in one, this compact cooker fits LP gas 
cylinders with vertical outlet valves. The 33cm-diameter 
skottel clips off to reveal a 20cm stove underneath:  
a handy addition to a camp kitchen with limited space. 

 BEST PEG SET 

5  KAMPA STEEL SCREW PEG SET
R499,�campandclimb.co.za
These 20,5cm pegs are basically giant screws with  
a hexagonal head for twisting into hard ground. A drill-bit 
adaptor is included in the 20-peg set so you can use a drill 
– take a cordless one along – to get the spikes in and out. 

 BEST HEADLAMP 

6  COLEMAN CXS+ 250 LED HEADLAMP 
R699,�capeunionmart.co.za
LUMENS 250 RANGE 40m 
This headlamp's new KineSix feature makes it possible to 
change the lighting mode simply by swiping your hand in 
front of the sensor. It also has battery-lock technology that 
disengages the electrical contacts so the power won’t 
drain away before your next adventure. 

This set is so neat 

— all 10 pieces fit 

inside the pot

Cape Town to Nairobi... Elephant Ignite succeeds

www.avissafarirental.comwww.nationalluna.comwww.elephantignite.co.za

...with the perfect, reliable 
equipment for any expedition

Safari_R_AVIS_Get 2016-09-02T09:06:35+02:00
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Put your best foot forward

SHOP�SMART
When trying on shoes 
in store, wear a pair of 
thick socks, lace the 
shoes snugly and walk. 
Your feet should feel 
padded and light with 
minimal movement.

Tackling the 250km-long 
Tankwa Camino between 

Calvinia and Ceres was the 
hardest thing I’ve ever done.  
I woke at 4am every day so  
I could cover at least 10 of the 
25km at a low temperature, 
and I had to set up and break 
camp for 10 days, but at least  
I had the right shoes. Only  
two pea-sized blisters popped 
up – when I switched, briefly, 
from hiking to running shoes.  
I won’t make that mistake again.

Design is vital when it comes 
to activity-specific gear and 
with nearly four years of 
experience testing travel gear 
for Getaway, I can confidently 
say that no one has to suffer on 
a hike, and neither does your 
budget. I look for gear that 
offers value in terms of being 
high quality and exciting in  
its innovation. Why buy an 
ordinary jacket when you can 
have one that’s exceptionally 
toasty and light, and packs 
smaller than a water bottle?  
I embrace the upgrades 
without falling for the 
gimmicks, and I’ve worn my 
K-Way Drake Down jacket for  
a year. Everything we’ve tested 
has a great design element, 

but is still functional – 
because adventure is 
better with exciting gear. 
–�Melanie�van�Zyl,��
Gear�Editor

Your feet will expand 
slightly after an  

hour of hiking, take 
that into account  

when choosing  
a shoe size

 BEST FOR COMMITTED HIKERS 

1  ADIDAS TERREX FAST R  
MID GTX BOOT
R2�799,�shop.adidas.co.za
AVERAGE�WEIGHT 385g
TRACTION Continental rubber  
(like the tyres), deep tread,  
non-uniform sole pattern.
Every possible shoe spec has been 
crammed into this ultra-modern 
hiking boot. The ankle height is 
comfy, offering extra support around 
the front of the foot, and the wide, 
built-in tongue keeps out debris.  
The back is cut lower, so it feels as  
if you’re wearing a low-cut tackie, 
and there’s a neoprene ‘collar’ to 
keep the fit as snug as possible.  
A welded waterproof Gore-Tex 
exterior offers protection against 
rocks and abrasion, and the wide 
lacing holds your foot securely in 
place. The plush cushioning is 
treated to prevent odour and the 
breathable lining wicks away 
moisture, which prevents blisters. 
Men's�and�women's�options��
are�available.

 BEST FOR BOTH WORLDS 

2  HI-TEC TRAIL OX CHUKKA I WP  
R1�999,�hi-tec.com
AVERAGE�WEIGHT 625g
TRACTION Michelin rubber outsole,  
multiple tread zones.
Hi-Tec has a winner with this ultra-
comfy, men's waterproof crossover 
boot. Not many shoes offer instant 
comfort and support like this one, 
which combines a slow-recovery 
foam inner sole, moulded heel and 
well-padded collar and tongue. This 
is a shoe you can happily wear from 
day to day and equally happily on 
waterlogged weekend trails – the 
three-quarter design provides ankle 
support and splash protection, 
without restricting movement.  
The partnership with Michelin is new  
for the Hi-Tec OX range and the result 
is an outsole with excellent traction 
on all terrain, in both wet and  
dry conditions. The control  
on loose, steep gravel is  
particularly impressive. 
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HIKING

JACKETS

HIKING

SHOES

Shoe outsoles should offer 
good traction. Get an  

irregular sole – the more 
varied and cleat-like the 
design, the better the grip

 BEST FOR STYLISH STROLLS 

1  FIRST ASCENT GRAVITY JACKET 
R1�349,�firstascent.co.za�
This trendy, multipurpose jacket looks like a jersey but  
acts like a soft-shell, offering protection from the wind and 
repelling light rain on the trail. The soft fleece inner feels 
heavenly and the super-stylish outer is hardy, with pockets 
that zip closed. Breathable fabric aids movement by wicking 
moisture away from the body. The overall effect is cosy and 

there’s a generous hood that will keep your ears and 
neck warm. Our camping expert, Chris, fell  

in love at first sight and now owns  
one himself. 

 BEST FOR STAYING DRY 

3  HI-TEC LADY MONS JACKET
R1�099,��duesouth.co.za
If you need shelter from a storm, this is it. You’re guaranteed to stay  
dry with the taped seams, adjustable Velcro cuffs and the impressive 
waterhead of 5 000mm, which is double the water-resistance of most 

tents on the market. Unlike some rain jackets, it also feels nice to 
wear on the skin, with a mesh inner that isn't scratchy. When 

not in use, this jacket folds neatly into its own pocket, so 
it's a great hiking companion to stash in your pack.

 BEST FOR A BUDGET 

3  OLYMPIC SPEED TRAIL SHOE
R849,�olympic-sport.co.za
WEIGHT 360g
TRACTION Low-profile phylon with raised instep.
Lightweight and budget friendly, the Olympic Speed 
(launched earlier this year) ticks a surprising number 
of boxes for a relatively inexpensive, low-cut 
outdoor shoe. The upper is a combination of tough 
nylon, breathable mesh and suede and a padded 
collar and tongue complete a comfortable all-round 
fit. The low-profile soles might take a bit of getting 
used to (it feels a little like an aqua shoe at first) but 
the extra flex it affords actually adds to its already-
impressive grip profile. Being a low-cut outdoor 
shoe there’s little in the way of ankle support but 
added flexibility for those who fancy themselves 
more rockhoppers or short-distance (we tried them 
on a five-kilometre run) trail runners than high-
altitude wanderers.

 BEST FOR KEEPING TOASTY 

2  K-WAY MEN'S DRAKE DOWN JACKET
R1�499,�capeunionmart.co.za
Although it’s designed for the outdoors, this  
versatile jacket is often worn by our readers indoors 
and out, and we don’t blame them – it's a cosy, 
lightweight (280g) piece of bliss. It’s water-resistant, 
windproof and insulates better than gloves. When not 
in use, it can be rolled up smaller than a water bottle 
and packed into a neat cover, and it can double as a small  
travel pillow. It’s available in a range of colours and also  
has a sneaky inside pocket where you can hide some cash. 
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HIKING

BACKPACKS

HIKING

ACCESSORIES

1 2

3 4

5 6

 BEST HIKING STOVE 

1  JETBOIL SUMO GROUP COOKING SYSTEM
R3�499,�rammountain.co.za
This integrated hiking stove has a 1,8L pot 
capacity and it keeps food simmering, even over  
a low heat. An excellent buy for a team of two 
hikers, it delivers a speedy four-minute boil time, 
but the best part is the coffee filter adaptor that 
fits perfectly into the system and doubles as  
a veggie steamer.  

 BEST INSULATED MAT 

2  SEA TO SUMMIT COMFORT PLUS INSULATED MAT
R3�999,�drifters.co.za
The dual-layer construction of this inflatable 
sleeping mat sets it apart. The two sections, which 
are welded together with silver foam lining, are 
easy to inflate in under five minutes and can be 
adjusted independently to give just the right level 
of insulation, comfort and support. 

 BEST FLASHLIGHT COMBO 

3  BLACK DIAMOND EMBER POWER FLASHLIGHT 
R999,�rammountain.co.za
It looks like a simple torch, but this 150-lumen 
flashlight is also a 2 600mAh power bank. It’s 
rechargeable, with a battery-indicator meter, and 
has a standby mode for longer battery life. It also 
has a handy end loop so you can hang it in a tent.

 BEST PORTABLE CHAIR 

4  THERM-A-REST TREO CHAIR
R1�599,�drifters.co.za
If portability is a priority and you just can’t live 
without a seat, then the lightweight Treo Chair is 
for you. At just over 1kg, the Treo is about the size 
of a one-litre cooldrink bottle when stowed, plus 
it's easy to assemble and supports up to 113kg.

 BEST COOL SOCKS 

5  AH2 COOL FALKE HIKING SOCKS
R110,�capeunionmart.co.za
These three-season AH2 socks have multiple 
cushioning and elastication zones, extra fine toe 
seams, advanced wicking yarn and anti-tick and 
anti-mosquito treatment, and they really keep 
your feet comfy. For extreme conditions, the  
AH4 Wool is Falke’s warmer alternative. 

 BEST COLLAPSIBLE POT 

6  2,8L SEA TO SUMMIT X-POT 
R1199,�drifters.co.za
This BPA-free silicone pot folds flat for simple 
packing. At just 285g it’s light too, and the 
anodised aluminium bottom heats up and cools 
down quickly. A smaller, 1,4-litre size is also 
available, as well as bowls and mugs that fit  
neatly inside the collapsed pot. 
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 BEST FOR A DAY HIKE 

1  K-WAY KILIMANJARO 28L DAYPACK
R1�099,�capeunionmart.co.za
The popularity of the bigger 35L 
Kilimanjaro backpack led to the recent 
introduction of a more compact option  
that’s ideal for day hikes. It still has all the 
important features of a comfy trail pack, 
such as a well-padded hip belt and wide, 
equally well-padded shoulder straps, and 
it’s roomy enough for a jacket, lunch and 
towel. It includes features that should be, 
but often aren’t, on all daypacks: a rain 
cover, bungee cord, plenty of pockets, 
bladder compatibility, sternum straps 
and, our favourite add-on, zippered 
pouches on the hip belt – perfect for 
holding lip balm or snacks. 

 BEST FOR MULTI-DAY TRAILS 

2  THULE VERSANT 60L 
BACKPACKING PACK
R3�499,�thule.com
Designed for three- to five-day adventures,  
this rugged yet lightweight pack is really 
impressive. The durable 420D Cordura fabric 
won't rip on branches or rocks, and the top lid 
can be detached as a separate sling bag for 
shorter jaunts – amazingly useful on overseas 
backpacking trips. The bottom third of the 
bag has a waterproof inner liner, while the top 
is protected by a rain cover that packs neatly 
into an external pocket. The adjustable hip 
belt that pads the pack’s weight makes a big 
difference when hefting kilos of kit around. 
Men's�and�women's�packs�are�available.

 BEST FOR COMFORT 

3  OSPREY ATMOS AG 50
R3�899,�drifters.co.za�
The first thing you’ll notice about the 
Atmos is the seamless mesh panel, 
which runs down the back and into  
the hip supports, forming an almost 
spring-loaded hip belt that snaps 
snugly around your waist before you 
even fasten the clip. This is Osprey’s 
Anti-Gravity suspension system, 
designed to hug your back and move 
as you do, while not obstructing 
ventilation. Combine this with 
hydration bladder support and an 
array of useful pockets and straps, and 
you have a top-loading, three-day trail 
pack that you’ll hardly notice you’re 
carrying. For peace of mind, all Osprey 
packs also come with a worldwide, 
lifetime guarantee. 

Buy a pack with a waist belt and chest or 

sternum straps, so your back doesn’t take 

strain on long walking days

For men

For women
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OVERLANDING

CARAVAN  
& TRAILER

Hit the road, right

SHOP�SMART
The only thing less 
accurate than a Cape Town 
weather report is the tyre 
pressure gauge at a fuel 
station. Buy your own 
gauge for peace of mind.

I’ve been working for Leisure 
Wheels for the past 18 years 

and my passion for adventure 
motoring is as great as 
Donald Trump’s passion for 
building walls. But things do 
go wrong on overland trips, 
no matter how reliable your 
vehicle is, so I always carry at 
least two litres of clean water 
and a basic emergency kit 
with me.

Quality tyres and a good 
tyre-repair kit are critical to 
the safety of a trip, especially 
when you’re crossing a desert. 
Being able to temporarily 
plug a tyre could save your 
holiday. Plus, a reliable tyre 
gauge and 12-volt compressor 
are essential for re-inflating 
tyres post-puncture and after 
driving in deep sand, because 
deflated tyres quickly 
overheat when they hit  
the tar at 120km/h. 

Also remember that if you 
inflate your tyres to 2 bar in 
the morning, the pressure will 
rise as the day warms up, due 
to heat expansion, making for  
a harder and bumpier journey  
at roughly 2,3 bar after a long 
drive, which is not ideal. 

And a final word, always 
check the spare. 
–�Danie�Botha,�
Editor�of��
Leisure�Wheels

 BEST FOR FOLLOWING YOUR 4X4 

2  ECHO 5 TRAILER 
R211�795,�echo4x4.co.za
We love that a simple colour deviation 
(from the industry-standard olive green 
to a rugged black) makes this military-
inspired trailer look as tough as it is 
capable. Designed to go anywhere your 
4x4 can, the new range is constructed 
from lightweight yet robust materials 
and it features independent suspension 
for each wheel (instead of a regular axle 
that moves both). The spacious design 
can easily accommodate a large family 
and the kitchen is equipped for up to six 
people, with a double-plate gas cooker, 
a fridge slider in the nose cone and 
useful hard plastic drawers that can be 
removed for easier packing. The price 
includes a nifty bicycle or canoe rack  
and a gas-geyser system for hot water. 

You need to get a specific licence to travel with trailers that weigh over 750kg  
– such as this big guy

 BEST FOR TACKLING GRAVEL ROADS 

1  SPRITE TOURER SP (SEE OPPOSITE) 
R235�000,�campworld.co.za�
Compact but spacious, this caravan comfortably 
sleeps two on a thick mattress. It has plenty of storage 
space, with nifty external storage under the bed and 
more than enough pockets, and it has good LED 
lighting. One corner of the caravan has been designed 
to include a loo and there’s an outside showerhead for 
complete self-sufficiency, if there are no ablutions.  
The upright fridge is a great upgrade too, with an 
indicator that shows battery life. Other luxuries 
include a 20-litre microwave oven, two-burner  
gas stove, kitchen sink, 25-litre water bottle and  
a standard awning for a shaded porch.
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OVERLANDING

ROOFTOP  
TENT

 BEST DIRECTOR'S CHAIR  

1  KAUFMANN ULTRA-COMPACT  
DIRECTOR’S CHAIR 
R1�490,�kaufmannoutdoor.co.za
The telescopic aluminium legs and folding 
backrest make it possible to quickly fold 
this chair into a compact 32x50cm 
package that looks, and carries over your 
shoulder, like a laptop bag. Lightweight 
and slim for easier packing, it’s also very 
comfortable, with armrests, a cup holder 
and two storage pockets.

 BEST TWO-WAY RADIO 

2   ZARTEK ZA-748 TWO-WAY RADIO
R995�for�one,�outdoorwarehouse.co.za
Leisure Wheels recently put a brace of two-
way radios to the test and, rand for watts, 
this one stood out head and shoulders 
above the rest. Compact and easy to  
use, with a typical average outdoor  
range of 4,5km and a long battery  
life, this radio is a reliable means  
of communication. 

 BEST BUSH TOOL 

3  ULTRA EDGE AXE AND SAW 
R690,�outdoorwarehouse.co.za
This is a handy tool for camping and 
bushwhacking. The saw may look meagre, 
but it works well to shorten thinner 
branches for firewood and it fits neatly 
into the handle of the axe. There’s also  
a nifty fire starter tucked into the sheath  
of the axe, just in case you leave your 
matches at home. 

 BEST BOTTLE PROTECTOR 

4  NATURAL INSTINCTS 10-BOTTLE 
FOAM INSERT
R400,�outdoorwarehouse.co.za
Fitting flush into a standard ammo box, 
this firm foam insert will protect glass 
bottles from breaking when you go  
off-road. It holds standard 750ml wine  
or whisky bottles and is also useful for 
protecting luxuries such as olive oil or 
Amarula. The foam provides both shock 
absorption and insulation, to keep your 
bottles cool in the heat.

1 2

3 4

Up-to-date navigation software 

and an old-fashioned map are 

still your most valuable assets on 

an overland adventure – don’t 

overlook this simple kit

 BEST FOR EPIC VIEWS 

3  EEZI-AWN STEALTH
R32�950,�eezi-awn.co.za
Engineered and manufactured in South Africa, the slick Stealth 
rooftop tent was launched in September 2016 and is the first 
hard-shell offering from Eezi-Awn in over 10 years. Like a good 
wine, some ideas just need to mature –  the aluminium shell 
creates a sturdier tent roof than the classic PVC cover, and the 
clever design features a u-shaped side door and wider window 
opening at the back. There is a clip-on ladder (as opposed to the 
older, fixed design) that can be moved around the vehicle to fit 
either entrance, giving you more options as to where you can 
park. Practically speaking, the new design means better 
aerodynamics on the road and faster set-up (less than  
two minutes). We also like the fact that all the poles  
are built into the canvas, so nothing can get lost  
along the way.

OVERLANDING

ACCESSORIES
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CAMERA 
BODIES

EXPERT ADVICE

I n this section, we look at some  
of the latest tech in the world of 

photography, as well some gear  
that doesn’t always get the spotlight. 
To do this, I teamed up with our 
photographer Teagan Cunniffe 
(pictured here), as well as experts in 
the fields of birding and fishing, not 
only to get an idea of what’s new out 
there, but also what’s important to 
know when buying. 

As Teagan says, ‘With technology 
streaking ahead, it’s easy to get 
confused about what to invest in.’ 
With this in mind, we tested these 
products with the aim of giving  
the reviews context – the kind of 
information that will help you 
decide what your needs are (some 
binoculars, for example, are better 
suited to those who wear specs).  
For some sections – such as fishing 
– where it's impossible to cover 
every angle, we looked for the  
best all-round combo and a few 
items that could be useful across 
the sport. 

Lastly, we had a little fun and 
tested a range of items released  

in 2016 that we thought were,  
to put it simply, just darn  

cool. You’ll find our six 
favourites on page 127.
–�Tyson�Jopson,��
Deputy�Editor

Shoot the breeze

SHOP�SMART
When it comes to 
photography, build up 
your kit one item at  
a time. As your skills 
develop, so will your 
knowledge of what 
you actually need.

 BEST PROFESSIONAL DSLR 

1  NIKON D5
From�R129�995�(body�only),�nikon.co.za
Even the pros are taking longer looks at more compact hardware 
these days, so our first impression of Nikon’s new D5 was, ‘Is it too 
much?’ At 1 415g (without a lens), the full-size body (no removable 
grips here) feels like overkill. However, after taking it out into the 
field, one thing is clear: the capabilities put this DSLR at the top of  
a league where heft is your friend: wildlife photography. The spec 
sheet is mind-boggling, but noteworthy features include  
a max shooting speed of 14fps, a 20,8MP sensor (a good balance 
between speed and image size), 153 autofocus points, and a best-
in-class focus tracking system that allows you to set tracking 
according to your subject’s motion (erratic to steady). These 
features translate to spectacular images in all situations, but if 
you’re serious about wildlife pics, the D5 is the apogee of DSLRs.

 BEST AMATEUR DSLR 

2  CANON EOS 1300D
From�R4�495�(body�only),�ormsdirect.co.za
If you’re looking for a fun, affordable entry into the DSLR world, 
this lightweight camera is for you. It’s the latest in the famous 
Rebel family and has an 18MP sensor. It shoots in both RAW and 
JPEG, records full-HD videos and has a variety of built-in creative 
filters. With a relatively slow shutter speed of 3fps, it isn't billed 
as a wildlife camera, although it’s redeemed by a good AI-Servo 
AF mode for tracking moving subjects. The best bit is the built-in 
Wi-Fi and NFC connectivity with compatible Android and iOS 
devices. You can download the free Canon Camera Connect app 
and trigger the camera via your phone, or transfer images 
directly to your phone for instant social-media updates. Pick up 
the camera with a kit lens (pictured) for only R4 895.

 BEST MIRRORLESS 

3  FUJIFILM X-T2
From�R25�995�(body�only),�ormsdirect.co.za
This is the much-hyped upgrade of the X-T1, and it’s impressive. Water- 
and dust-resistant, the 24,3MP camera can operate at temperatures  
as low as -10ºC, and weighs only 507g including the memory card and 
battery. It has mechanical dials to physically control basic settings and 
the quick autofocus is paired with a whopping 325 individual autofocus 
points to choose between. It can shoot up to 14fps with shutter speeds 
of up to 1/32 000 using the electronic shutter, making it great for sport 
and wildlife photographers. The three-directional tilting LCD display 
allows for easy viewing and capturing of images in live-view mode. It 
also has built-in Wi-Fi, dual-card slots and captures 4K ultra-HD video. 
The free Fujifilm Camera Remote app allows for easy wireless transfer 
of photos to your smartphone or tablet. The downside? Battery usage 
is fast, and you’ll definitely need to buy spares. 
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 BEST FOR STARTING OUT 

1  PENTAX UCF X II
From�R1�500,�021-421-2421,�tothills.co.za
AVAILABLE�MODELS 8x25 and 10x25
WEIGHT 300g
There are better compact binoculars on the market, but none strike 
the balance between quality and price quite like the Pentax UCF X II. 
These may feel dinky, but the build quality is good and they are 
protected from dust and shock (to a degree) by a full-body rubber 
housing. The eyepiece rings are extendable and there is a tripod 
socket – both features that you wouldn’t usually find on compact 
binoculars in this price bracket.

 BEST FOR ADVANCED BEGINNERS  

2  NIKON MONARCH 5
From�R6�200,�nikon.co.za 
AVAILABLE�MODELS�8x42, 10x42 and 12x42
WEIGHT 590–600g
Nikon last upgraded its Monarch 5 series in 2013, but the 
enhancements were so progressive that these are still among  
the most popular mid-level binoculars in SA. The improved 
ergonomic rubber coating is sturdy and offers good grip, even  
in damp conditions, and a multilayered dielectric prism coating – 
usually reserved for Nikon’s high-level range – adds brightness and 
improves edge-to-edge clarity. These binoculars are also highly 
rated by spectacle-wearers: a three-stop eye-relief system means 
you’ll always get the full picture. The binoculars are also waterproof 
to one metre for up to 10 minutes.

 BEST FOR LOW LIGHT 

3  VIXEN OPTICS ARTES ED
From�R14�999,�tothills.co.za�
AVAILABLE�MODELS�8,5x45 and 10,5x45
WEIGHT 907g 
The main difference between mid-level binoculars and those in  
the upper echelons is (obviously) the quality of glass. To an amateur 
the difference can seem almost indistinguishable, but seasoned 
birders, seafarers, game-spotters and stargazers will notice the 
crispness of image and profusion of light in the Artes ED. Fully 
multi-coated lenses and highly reflective sub prisms deliver extra 
brightness, sharpness and high contrast, with minimal eye strain. 
These are also water- and fog-proof and have an impressive eye-
relief system for those who wear glasses.

 DREAM ON 

4  SWAROVSKI EL
From�R45�000,�swarovskioptik.com
AVAILABLE�MODELS�8x42 and 10x42
WEIGHT 895g and 880g
For those wondering what a ‘best of the best’ set of binoculars  
looks like (and costs), we checked out the Swarovski EL range.  
It has unique open bridge, twin-hinge configuration, coupled with  
a lightweight magnesium alloy chassis wrapped in rubber armour. 
Glass quality doesn’t get better than this and the bright, crisp 
visuals it renders made our eyes bulge. So did the price tag.

 BEST FOR FEMALE ADVENTURERS 

1  F-STOP KASHMIR ULTRA-LIGHT BACKPACK
From�R2�995,�landscapegear.co.za
A camera hiking backpack designed for women?  
At last! F-stop has revolutionised the way camera 
backpacks have been designed, splitting the bag 
into an outer shell (the ‘bag' part) and an internal 
camera unit (ICU) of varying sizes depending on 
how much gear you carry. This means that your  
can easily store and access your camera gear,  
as well as pack hiking essentials such as  
a jacket and hydration pack. The Kashmir  
really is lightweight at just 1,1kg, and the  
frame length and straps are designed  
specifically for women.  
For�a�unisex,�larger�option,�go�for��
the�F-stop�Lotus (from�R3�795). 

 BEST FOR LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHERS 

2   SIRUI W-2204 TRIPOD
From�R7�695,�landscapegear.co.za
This carbon-fibre tripod is designed for business.  
The four-section legs are completely waterproof, 
preventing water from entering the twist-lock 
joints and causing rust. There is a centre-column 
hook for attaching a bag weight for stability, and 
cleverly, one leg can be removed and used as  
a monopod. The tripod comes with rubber feet  
or spiked metal feet for icy conditions and weighs 
in at 1,76kg. It can carry a weight of up to 18kg 
and has a minimum height of 15,5cm with  
a maximum height of 178,2cm. This is a great  
piece of fail-proof equipment for the extreme 
photographer who shoots in all types of weather.  

 BEST FOR PORTABLE LIGHTING 

3  LUME CUBE
From�R1�835,�outdoorphoto.co.za
Made for action, this pint-sized cube is 
waterproof to depths of up to 30m, lightweight 
and durable, and it emits a powerful light of 1 500 
lumens that lasts for up to two hours when used 
at 50% power. It also has a quick recharge time of 
one hour via USB cable. Its Bluetooth-enabled 
app allows you to connect the cube to your 
smartphone, so you can control the brightness, 
flash power and flash duration of paired Lume 
Cubes remotely. This is the ideal off-camera light 
source for GoPros and underwater cameras, and 
even as a slave unit to your DSLR flash.  

 BEST FOR SUPER-SLOW EXPOSURES 

4  LEE 100MM SUPER STOPPER
From�R2�390,�camquipsa.co.za�
If you’re a fan of filters – and you really should be 
– then the ND filter announcement from Lee is sure  
to have made you sit up and take notice. The Little 
Stopper and Big Stopper allow photographers  
to slow exposure by six stops and 10 stops 
respectively, while the new Super Stopper offers  
a crazy 15-stop reduction in light coming into  
your camera. The advantage? It allows you to  
take beautiful long exposures in bright conditions. 
And like its other Lee siblings, the Super Stopper  
is constructed using the highest quality optical 
glass for minimal colour distortion. 
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GEAR

COOL
KIT
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3 4
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 BEST IN CLASS 

3  COSTA CABALLITO 580G POLARISED SUNGLASSES
From�R3�200,�costadelmar.com
Polarised sunglasses are a must for water-based sports 
and boat fishing and the latest glasses from Costa del 
Mar claim to be the best yet. They feel solid but light on 
the face and the hydrolite nose pads and squared-off 
contours make them incredibly comfortable (among 
the most comfortable sunglasses we’ve tried). They 
block 100% of UV light, and full polarisation reduces all 
reflected light and mitigates eye strain. The blue-mirror 
glass lenses are best for fishing, providing the highest 
possible contrast with no glare. A C-Wall coating also 
effectively repels water, oil and dust. Plastic�lenses��
are�also�available.

 BEST FOR A BIT OF EVERYTHING 

1  SHIMANO NEXAVE ROD AND SEDONA C5000 REEL
From�R1�570,�fishingspecialist.co.za
Different types of fishing require structurally different 
rods, which makes it difficult to pick just one winner. 
However, pros agree that the Shimano Nexave and 
Sedona C5000 is a great, affordable entry-level combo 
that’s good for everything from casual lakeside casting 
to light sea fishing. This single-section carbon-fibre rod 
(there’s also a two-piece) is easy to manage and the 
lightweight, double-anodised Sedona C5000 packs  
a lot of great features – usually found in more expensive 
options – into a tough, reliable spin reel.

 BEST FOR BEING ON THE MOVE 

2  ASSASSIN SPIN TREK BAG
From�R925,�fishingspecialist.co.za
Hardy, spacious and lightweight, this backpack is a solid 
carrier for all types of fishing. The two main compartments 
are large enough to fit medium-sized tackle boxes  
and there are rod-holder straps on either side that can 
accommodate two separate rods. The thick canvas won’t 
rip on sharp rocks and the heavy-duty waterproof YKK 
zips are impervious to rust (great for deep-sea fishing).  
A padded back plate and shoulder straps provide added 
comfort and reduce the strain of heavier loads.

 BEST LOUNGER 

1  AEROSOFA
From�R699,�aerosofa.co.za
What's new about this inflatable furniture? It inflates 
using wind (or a lot of running), is made from ripstop 
nylon, weighs 1,2kg and can carry 200kg. When 
folded, it fits into a backpack. Plus, it floats.

 BEST 360ºº VIEWING 

2  SAMSUNG GEAR 360 & GEAR VR
Gear�360�from�R6�999�and�Gear�VR�from�R1�999,��
samsung.com/za
When it comes to travel content, this is the future.  
The absolute immersion experienced when viewing 
360-degree travel photos and videos (shot with the 
Gear 360 camera) on the Gear VR powered by Oculus 
is mind-blowing. This is one you have to try.

 BEST GPS WATCH 

3  GARMIN FENIX 3HR
From�R10�499,�garmin.co.za
Along with comprehensive navigation and tracking 
functions, the latest watch in the Fenix range has an 
optical heart-rate monitor and some great features 
for trail runners, such as cadence and stride-length 
functions. It also connects to your smartphone.

 BEST HEADPHONE HAT 

4  FLYWEAR GREY SLEEK BEANIE
From�R299,�flywear.co.za
Bye bye tangled cables. This beanie connects to your 
device via Bluetooth and plays music through sewn-in 
speakers - great for airports!

 BEST LENSES 

5  THE LENS SET 
From�R649,�limelens.co.za
Taking pics on your smartphone or tablet is more fun 
with lens attachments. This unique set from Limelens 
fits over 40 mobile devices and  includes a lens for 
landscapes and another dual wide/macro lens.

 BEST MINI CAMERA 

6  FUJIFILM INSTAX MINI 70 CAMERA
From�R1�949,�takealot.com
Fuji’s Polaroid-style cameras have had an upgrade. 
The Instax Mini 70 has automatic scene modes,  
a hi-key mode, a built-in flash and a selfie mode with 
a small reflective mirror. Watching the colour spread 
over the developing film (about 90 seconds) taps 
into the magic of classic photography.


